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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 210 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.0in. x 0.6in.As funny as it is dramatic, ICU to Marathon Diaries of a Nearly Dead Man by David Johndrow will capture your heart and inspire you to try
harder, laugh more and maybe even pray. Survivor of a rare and often deadly heart disease called
Viral Myocarditis, David, candidly records his journey from the fear and desperation during his
sickness, to the emotional victory as he crosses the finish line of the Cape Cod Marathon - a
testament of his faith and perseverance. This is a story of survival and one of hope. Its also pretty
darned funny, chock full of fastidious fitness and weight loss information, clad with passion,
shrouded in mystery, and contains a number of completely authentic fabrications. There is even a
whodunit and enough information on sex to make you smile. What can I say about ICU to
Marathon: Diaries of a Nearly Dead Man Words like witty, brilliant and genius come to mind. . . but
since David hasnt sent me another check Ill have to stop there! Seriously, this was one of the most...
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Reviews
It is straightforward in read through preferable to fully grasp. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 percent of the pdf. Your life span will be enhance
once you comprehensive looking at this pdf.
-- Jor g e Ha mmes
Very good e-book and valuable one. It can be writter in basic words and phrases and not confusing. You will not really feel monotony at whenever you
want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Antwon Fr a mi
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